WOMEN + TECH HOLIDAY PARTY

DATE: Tuesday, December 19

TIME: 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm

LOCATION: OMSI

SPONSORED BY:

- Nike
- Cambia
- Foster School of Business
- Clientjoy

ORGANIZED BY:

- OMSI
- PDXWIT
- Women Who Code Portland

OUR PARTNERS:

- ChickTech
- Girls Inc. of the Pacific Northwest
- Lesbians Who Tech
EVENT THEME:
Celebrating what we’ve accomplished

CONVERSATION STARTER:
What’s an award you’d give to an awesome colleague or coworker?
WELCOME TO
THE FOURTH ANNUAL
WOMEN + TECH HOLIDAY PARTY
Thank You Nike!
Courtney Kissler
Vice President of Platform Engineering, Nike
COURTNEY KISSLER
VP, PLATFORM ENGINEERING
NIKE DIGITAL
“OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH PDX WOMEN IN TECH AND WOMEN WHO CODE INSPIRES US TO CELEBRATE AND ENGAGE THE DIVERSE TALENT IN OUR COMMUNITY”
OUR MISSION

TO BRING INSPIRATION AND INNOVATION TO EVERY ATHLETE* IN THE WORLD.

*IF YOU HAVE A BODY, YOU ARE AN ATHLETE.
Thank You Cambia!
Suzanne K. McLemore
Director, Partnerships & Strategy, Cambia Health Solutions
Thank You UW Foster School of Business Hybrid MBA!
Thank You Clientjoy!
Thank You OMSI!
Thank You DJ Mienne!

www.soundcloud.com/endymienne
MEET OUR PARTNERS
girls inc.
of the Pacific Northwest
BEST CONTRIBUTOR
Best Contributor
Katharine Nester

Chief Product & Technology Officer at Ruby Receptionists
SEND A TEXT TO (251) 732-2813
TEXT 1 for Tanya Crenshaw
TEXT 2 for Kari Fass
TEXT 3 for Elizabeth Robillard
SPEAKER #1 Tanya L. Crenshaw, PhD
Senior Software Engineer at New Relic

Emerging from the Wilderness

TEXT 1 to (251) 732-2813
SPEAKER #2 Kari Fass
Company & Community Relations Manager, LaunchCode

Fighting Fatigue in the Face of Adversity

TEXT 2 to (251) 732-2813
Fighting Fatigue in the Face of Adversity
PDXWIT Lightning Talk, December 2017

Kari Fass
Company Relations Manager
LaunchCode

kfass@launchcode.org
T & P: @DriveBiLova
IG & SM: @ArtyMs
IAmKariFass@gmail.com
What is MY SELF CARE?

- Fluid, healthy boundaries
- Fuel, rest, motivate, or bring joy
Who are MY PEOPLE?

- Board of Directors
- Perspectives, not solutions
What is MY TRUE DESIRE?

• The value of what I am creating
• Long-term impact
Fighting Fatigue in the Face of Adversity

PDXWIT Lightning Talk, December 2017

Kari Fass
Company Relations Manager
LaunchCode

kfass@launchcode.org
T & P: @DriveBiLova
IG & SM: @ArtyMs
IAmKariFass@gmail.com
Three Tips for Negotiating More in the New Year

TEXT 3 to (251) 732-2813
3 Tips for Negotiating More Next Year

Elizabeth Robillard
@ekrobi
VP of Partnerships, Lytics & Principal, Negotiating at Work
1. You can’t get what you want if you don’t know what you want

$$ isn’t everything
2. You don’t get what you don’t ask for

BTW - someone is asking right now
3. Stick with it. No may be just the beginning!

If your boss says yes immediately, you didn’t ask for enough
Thank You!

Elizabeth Robillard
@ekrobi
elizabeth@negotiatingatwork.com
SEND A TEXT TO (251) 732-2813
TEXT 1 for Tanya Crenshaw
TEXT 2 for Kari Fass
TEXT 3 for Elizabeth Robillard
Women Who Code Awards
2017: In Review

- We organized 78 events and we partnered up with other organizations to put together another 15 events
  - 14 Networking Nights + Tech Talks
  - 40 Study Nights
  - 12 Technical Workshops
  - 12 Social + Community Events

- Our team grew from 8 leaders in 2016 to 24 people in 2017
  - 1 new Director
  - 8 new Leads
  - 2 new Project Managers
  - 2 new Evangelists
#ApplaudHer

Women Who Code PDX @WWCodePortland · Dec 15
Congrats 🎊 #WWCode Alina Rodriguez (@alichen459), moved into a new position at @ActOnSoftware PDX as an Associate Systems Engineer! #ApplaudHer 🌟 at Act-On Software

Women Who Code Portland @WWCodePDX · Oct 12
Morgan Senkal (@morganpdx) of #WWCodePDX has been promoted to Software Architect at @MetalToad. We're so proud! #ApplaudHer

Women Who Code PDX @WWCodePDX · Oct 31
Our Open Source Lead, @KeeleyHammond 🪄 is now a full-time Software Engineer at @InVisionAppEng! #ApplaudHer #WWCode #OneToWatch 🤩

Women Who Code PDX @WWCodePDX · Jul 17
Rebecca Qu is a new @WomenWhoCodeTO Lead! #ApplaudHer

Women Who Code Chennai @WWCodeChennai · Jun 22
@WWCodeChennai’s Rama Aushapalan spoke about “Asynchronous Integration Tests for Microservices” at Rootconf. #ApplaudHer @satramya

Women Who Code PDX @WWCodePDX · Aug 3
#WWCode member, Sara Jade accepted a Software Development apprenticeship with @Microsoft via @ApprenticeCareers. #ApplaudHer

Women Who Code PDX @WWCodePDX · Oct 30
#WWCode’s Global Accounting & Compliance Manager @BSmallSATL helped create an app that won 1st place + $40,000! #ApplaudHer
The Finalists
Jessica Engel  
Software Engineer, Cozy

Alice Goldfuss  
Site Reliability Engineer, GitHub  
@alicegoldfuss

Tiberius Hefflin  
Open Source Security Researcher, Intel  
@WhataTiberius

Vaidehi Joshi  
Software Engineer, Tilde Inc.  
@vaidehijoshi

Amber Milavec  
Principal Technical Architect, Nike  
@ambermilavec
TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP AWARD
Amber Milavec
Principal Technical Architect, Nike
@ambermilavec
RISING TECH STAR AWARD
Vaidehi Joshi
Software Engineer, Tilde Inc.
@vaidehijoshi
THANK YOU